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IMPORTANCE There are many known acquired risk factors for cerebral palsy (CP), but in some
cases, CP is evident without risk factors (cryptogenic CP). Early CP cohort studies report a
wide range of diagnostic yields for sequence variants assessed by exome sequencing (ES) and
copy number variants (CNVs) assessed by chromosomal microarray (CMA).

OBJECTIVE To synthesize the emerging CP genetics literature and address the question of
what percentage of individuals with CP have a genetic disorder via ES and CMA.

DATA SOURCES Searched articles were indexed by PubMed with relevant queries pertaining to
CP and ES/CMA (query date, March 15, 2022).

STUDY SELECTION Inclusion criteria were as follows: primary research study, case series with
10 or more nonrelated individuals, CP diagnosis, and ES and/or CMA data used for genetic
evaluation. Nonblinded review was performed.

DATA EXTRACTION AND SYNTHESIS Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-analyses guidelines were used for assessing data quality and validity. Data were
extracted by a single observer.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES A separate meta-analysis was performed for each modality
(ES, CMA). The primary outcome was proportion/molecular diagnostic yield (number of
patients with a discovered genetic disorder divided by the total number of patients in the
cohort), evaluated via meta-analysis of single proportions using random-effects logistic
regression. A subgroup meta-analysis was conducted, using risk factor classification as a
subgroup. A forest plot was used to display diagnostic yields of individual studies.

RESULTS In the meta-analysis of ES yield in CP, the overall diagnostic yield of ES among the
cohorts (15 study cohorts comprising 2419 individuals from 11 articles) was 23% (95% CI,
15%-34%). The diagnostic yield across cryptogenic CP cohorts was 35% (95% CI, 27%-45%),
compared with 7% (95% CI, 4%-12%) across cohorts with known risk factors
(noncryptogenic CP). In the meta-analysis of CMA yield in CP, the diagnostic yield of CMA
among the cohorts (5 study cohorts comprising 294 individuals from 5 articles) was 5% (95%
CI, 2%-12%).

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE Results of this systematic review and meta-analysis suggest
that for individuals with cryptogenic CP, ES followed by CMA to identify molecular disorders
may be warranted.
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C erebral palsy (CP) is a neurodevelopmental disorder
(NDD) that affects motor development and function-
ing, resulting in abnormalities in movement, coordina-

tion, tone, reflexes, posture, and/or balance.1 CP is a clinical
diagnosis, independent of etiology. Known acquired risk
factors for CP include prematurity,2 hypoxic ischemic
encephalopathy,3 maternal and fetal infection,4-6 and perina-
tal stroke.7 The term cryptogenic CP describes cases without
compelling risk factors.8

A substantial portion of individuals with CP, particularly
cryptogenic CP, may have an underlying genetic disorder. For
example, in a review of inborn errors of metabolism present-
ing with CP-like symptoms, researchers identified 54 treat-
able and 43 nontreatable inborn errors of metabolism that
could mimic or present as CP.9 In 1 study10 of 115 children with
CP, approximately 5% of the affected individuals had a patho-
genic chromosomal copy number variant (CNV) detected with
chromosomal microarray (CMA). In another study11 involving
exome sequencing (ES) to identify monogenic causes of CP,
14% of individuals had a potentially causative genetic altera-
tion, including variants in candidate genes. These studies
have involved heterogeneous cohorts, with variable methods
applied to ascertain cases, assess phenotypes, and classify CP
and its subtypes.

Despite these data, genetic testing for CP is inconsistently
used in clinical practice. Historically, CP has been associated with
acquired injury. There is also variability in the diagnosis of CP
in the setting of a known genetic etiology,12 possibly fueled by
conventionalthinkingthatgeneticdisordersareprogressive,thus
precluding the diagnosis of CP.13 Furthermore, guidelines for ge-
netic testing in this population, such as those from the Ameri-
can Academy of Neurology,14 are not modernized. To address
the gap in knowledge regarding the percentage of individuals
with CP who may have a genetic disorder, we conducted a sys-
tematic review and meta-analysis evaluating the molecular di-
agnostic yield of identifying a genetic disorder in patients with
CP using ES and CMA. We selected these 2 modalities because
of their use as first-tier tests in the etiologic evaluation of pa-
tients with NDDs more broadly.15,16

Methods
Eligibility, Search Strategy, and Selection Process
This study did not require a registered research protocol or
statement of approval by an ethical standards committee,
given that no human participants/animals were involved, and
the study was a meta-analysis of already published literature.
We searched articles indexed by PubMed (title, abstract, and
keyword search via https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) with
relevant queries pertaining to CP and ES, as well as CP and
CMA (Figure 1). We reviewed the abstracts and full texts of the
resulting articles, applying inclusion/exclusion criteria. Inclu-
sion criteria included primary research study, case series with
10 or more nonrelated individuals, CP diagnosis, and ES
and/or CMA data used for genetic evaluation. Exclusion crite-
ria included non-English articles; erratum to another article;
commentary articles; review articles (unless there was a pre-

viously unreported cohort embedded in the review); an ani-
mal, in vitro/in vivo, biomarker, or other biological study; case
reports/case series with fewer than 10 nonrelated partici-
pants; study population not of interest (eg, hereditary spastic
paraplegia) or with a focus on a neurodevelopmental disorder
other than CP; focus on a specific biochemical defect or spe-
cific genetic variant/disorder; no evaluation of interest (eg, no
use of CMA or ES; focus on whole-genome sequencing); no
determinable outcome of interest (eg, no determinable diag-
nostic yield); unclear pathogenicity of reported variants; and
cohort analyzed in subsequent study. This study followed the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
analyses (PRISMA) reporting guidelines.

Articles had to explicitly state that the patient population
was diagnosed with CP. We designated whether the diagnosis
of CP was using existing consensus criteria1 if there was ex-
plicit reference to these criteria or a comparable description.
We excluded articles citing an alternative diagnosis (such as
hereditary spasticity paraplegia) or referencing progressive
symptoms. We focused on microarray-based CNV analysis and
did not include the results of exome-based CNV analysis, given
variability in usage and technical application of this technique.
We defined pathogenic or likely pathogenic as (1) explicit des-
ignation of “pathogenic” or “likely pathogenic” in accordance
with American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics
criteria17 (as interpreted at the time of the study), and/or (2) ex-
plicit designation of “pathogenic,” “likely pathogenic,” or “pre-
dicted deleterious” variants in known disease genes, with the
assertion that the variants were causative/diagnostic of a ge-
netic disorder. For some studies, if these designations were un-
clear, we communicated with the study authors to ascertain
pathogenicity assertions of reported variants.

Data Collection and Data Items
For articles included in the meta-analysis, we determined the
number of participants, involvement of trios or mixed trios/
nontrios in the analysis, participant characteristics (CP vs spe-
cific motor subtype, use of standard criteria for CP diagnosis,
risk factor classification), testing modality (ES, CMA), and the
number of participants diagnosed with a genetic disorder due
to pathogenic/likely pathogenic variant(s) in a known human
disease gene consistent with the inheritance pattern of that dis-
order. We classified included cohorts as belonging to 1 of 3 risk

Key Points
Question What is the molecular diagnostic yield of exome
sequencing and chromosomal microarray for cerebral palsy (CP)?

Findings Through a systematic review and meta-analysis of 15
exome-sequencing and 5 chromosomal microarray CP study cohorts
comprising 2419 individuals from 11 articles and 294 individuals from
5 articles, respectively, the molecular diagnostic yield of these
technologies was found to be 23% and 5%, respectively.

Meaning For individuals with cryptogenic CP, these data suggest
the use of exome sequencing followed by chromosomal
microarray (if whole-genome sequencing is not accessible) to
identify molecular disorders for this group of patients.
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factor categories: (1) cryptogenic CP (absence of known ac-
quired risk factors for CP), (2) noncryptogenic CP (presence of
known acquired risk factors for CP), or (3) mixture of crypto-
genic and noncryptogenic CP. In studies with cohorts sus-
pected of having a genetic cause (eg, patients with positive fam-
ily history, normal brain magnetic resonance imaging, severe
clinical features despite absence of perinatal complications,
and/or isolated hypotonia), we designated the cohort as cryp-
togenic CP. In studies with cohorts that referred to a clinical
laboratory for genetic testing, we assumed that the individu-
als had cryptogenic CP because clinical practice has not in-
cluded genetic testing for patients with CP with known ac-
quired risk factors. We did not include variants in candidate
genes (as designated at the time of the study or those not yet
implicated in human disease) in the number of participants
with a genetic disorder.

In articles investigating phenotypes in addition to CP, we
included only those individuals clearly delineated as having
a CP diagnosis. In articles that reported separate findings for
both cryptogenic and noncryptogenic CP, we differentiated be-
tween each cohort/subgroup in the meta-analysis. If we de-
termined that a subset of participants was part of a separately
published study, we counted those individuals only once in
the meta-analysis. If we were unsure about the pathogenicity
of variants in some individuals but clear about the pathoge-
nicity of variants in others, we only counted those patients for
whom we were clear about variant pathogenicity. For ES stud-
ies that performed CNV analysis from ES data, we included as
part of the number of patients with a genetic disorder only
those individuals with single-nucleotide variants and small in-
sertion-deletions. If a single study performed ES and CMA, we
included the study in both meta-analyses.

Statistical Analysis
We performed a separate meta-analysis for each testing mo-
dality (ES, CMA). The primary outcome was proportion/
molecular diagnostic yield (ie, the number of patients with a
discovered genetic disorder divided by the total number of
patients in the cohort) evaluated via meta-analysis of single
proportions using random-effects logistic regression. We con-
ducted subgroup meta-analysis, using risk factor classifica-
tion as a subgroup. We used a forest plot to display diagnostic
yields of individual studies.

To adjust for effects of multiple covariates on the diag-
nostic yield, we performed meta-regression using random-
effects logistic regression modeling. In the meta-regression,
the covariates were year of article publication, use of trios, and
risk factor classification (dichotomized into cryptogenic vs non-
cryptogenic/mixture of cryptogenic and noncryptogenic). We
performed a Fisher exact test to compare prevalence of par-
ticipant characteristics between the ES study cohorts and the
CMA study cohorts. There were no missing data from among
the data items we collected. We used R, version 4.1.2 (R Proj-
ect for Statistical Computing), including the metaprop func-
tion in the meta package, version 5.2-0, and the rma.glmm
function in the metafor package, version 3.0-2.

Results
ES
The PubMed query for studies on ES for CP yielded 94 ar-
ticles. Among these, we excluded 83 articles and included 15
study cohorts comprising 2419 individuals from 11 articles
(Figure 1A and eTable 5 in the Supplement).11,18-27 One article18

Figure 1. Articles Included and Excluded in the Meta-analysis of Exome Sequencing and Chromosomal Microarray for Cerebral Palsy

Exome sequencingA

Identification of studies via databases

94 Records identified from PubMed from database inception to March 15, 2022

94 Records screened, retrieved, and assessed for eligibility

11 Studies (15 cohorts) included in review

0 Records removed before screening (eg, duplicates)

83 Excluded
48 Case reports or case series with <10 nonrelated participants
11 Reviews
8 Did not study population of interest
4 Animal, in vitro, in vivo, biomarker, or other biological study
3 Commentaries
3 With no evaluation of interest
3 Non-English articles
1 Erratum to another article
1 With no determinable outcome of interest
1 With unclear pathogenicity of reported variants

Chromosomal microarrayB

Identification of studies via databases

122 Records identified from PubMed from database inception to March 15, 2022

122 Records screened, retrieved, and assessed for eligibility

5 Studies (5 cohorts) included in review

0 Records removed before screening (eg, duplicates)

117 Excluded
44 Case reports or case series with <10 nonrelated participants
25 Animal, in vitro, in vivo, biomarker, or other biological study
17 Reviews
15 Did not study population of interest
8 With no evaluation of interest
5 Non-English articles
1 Erratum to another article
1 With unclear pathogenicity of reported variants
1 Cohort analyzed in subsequent study

A, Search queries for the articles included and excluded in exome sequencing
for cerebral palsy include "cerebral palsy" AND "exome sequencing" OR
"next-generation sequencing.” B, Search queries included and excluded in

chromosomal microarray for cerebral palsy include “copy number” OR
“microarray” OR “deletion” OR “duplication” OR “chromosomal rearrangement."
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investigated 2 separate cohorts, a clinical laboratory cohort
(which we deemed cryptogenic CP) and a health care system-
based cohort (which we deemed mixture of cryptogenic and
noncryptogenic CP). Two studies19,20 evaluated diagnostic
yield stratified by cryptogenic and noncryptogenic CP as we
have defined it. In 1 article,21 we communicated directly with
the study authors to determine which subset of the cohort had
cryptogenic CP vs noncryptogenic CP and to determine patho-
genicity of reported variants. For these 4 studies, we consid-
ered each cohort/subgroup as a separate entry in the meta-
analysis. One study28 conducted CMA analysis on trios, as well
as ES on CNV-positive trios, but we were unable to ascertain
pathogenicity of reported variants from ES; we did, however,
include this study in the CMA meta-analysis. Reasons for ex-
clusion of remaining articles are presented in eTable 5 in the
Supplement.

Characteristics of the 15 included study cohorts from 11 ar-
ticles are shown in the Table,11,18-27 with additional details in
eTable 1 in the Supplement. Forty percent of the cohorts (6 of
15) involved trio testing for all participants. Ninety-three per-
cent of the cohorts (14 of 15) involved CP without differentia-

tion between motor subtypes, whereas 1 study25 examined dys-
tonic CP only. Sixty percent of the study cohorts (9 of 15) involved
patients with CP whose diagnosis was based on standard crite-
ria. Finally, 53% of the study cohorts (8 of 15) examined cryp-
togenic CP, 20% (3 of 15) examined noncryptogenic CP, and 27%
(4 of 15) examined a mixture of cryptogenic and noncrypto-
genic CP. Among these 15 study cohorts,11,18-27 the diagnostic
yields of ES varied from 6% to 55%. This wide range likely
reflects the heterogeneity of the individual cohorts and
makes it difficult to the assess clinical utility of ES for CP
from individual studies alone. Thus, we sought to perform a
meta-analysis quantifying overall diagnostic yield while
accounting for clinical factors which may mediate this yield.

The overall diagnostic yield of ES among all 15 study
cohorts was 23% based on random-effects model (95% CI,
15%-34%) (Figure 2A). The 15 study cohorts comprised a total
of 2419 patients, 667 of whom were identified with a genetic
diagnosis, including 6 with more than 1 genetic disorder.
Patients had pathogenic or likely pathogenic variants in 297
unique genes (Figure 3 and eTable 2 in the Supplement).
Details about the numerator and denominators used in the

Table. Characteristics of Study Cohorts Included in the Meta-analysis of Exome Sequencing (ES)
and Chromosomal Microarray (CMA) for Cerebral Palsy (CP)

Study and cohort
Analysis using trios or
mixed trios/nontrios Testing modality

Focus on CP or specific
CP motor subtype

CP diagnosis based on
standard criteria

CP risk factor
classification

ES for CP

McMichael et al,11 2015 Trios ES CP Yes Mixture of cryptogenic
and noncryptogenic

Takezawa et al,23 2018 Trios ES, CMA CP Not specified Cryptogenic

Jin et al,21 2020 Trios ES CP Yes Cryptogenic

Jin et al,21 2020 Trios ES CP Yes Noncryptogenic

Zech et al,25 2020 Trios and nontrios ES, CNV analysis Dystonic CP Not specified Mixture of cryptogenic
and noncryptogenic

Rosello et al,27 2021 Trios ES, CMA CP Yes Cryptogenic

Moreno-De-Luca et al,18

2021 (clinical lab cohort)
Trios and nontrios ES, CNV analysis CP Not specified Cryptogenic

Moreno-De-Luca et al,18

2021 (health care–based
cohort)

Trios and nontrios ES, CNV analysis CP Not specified Mixture of cryptogenic
and noncryptogenic

May et al,20 2021 (no risk
factor cohort)

Trios and nontrios ES CP Not specified Cryptogenic

May et al,20 2021 (risk
factor cohort)

Trios and nontrios ES CP Not specified Non-cryptogenic

Yechieli et al,22 2021 Trios ES, CMA CP Yes Cryptogenic

Nejabat et al,24 2021 Trios and nontrios ES CP Yes Cryptogenic

Mei et al,26 2022 Trios and nontrios ES, CNV analysis CP Yes Mixture of cryptogenic
and noncryptogenic

Chopra et al,19 2022
(cryptogenic CP cohort)

Trios and nontrios ES CP Yes Cryptogenic

Chopra et al,19 2022
(non-cryptogenic CP
cohort)

Trios and nontrios ES CP Yes Noncryptogenic

CMA for CP

Oskoui et al,10 2015 Trios CMA CP Not specified Mixture of cryptogenic
and noncryptogenic

Zarrei et al,28 2018 Trios CMA plus ES in n = 23
trios with CNV findings

Hemiplegic CP Not specified Mixture of cryptogenic
and noncryptogenic

Takezawa et al,23 2018 Trios ES, CMA CP Not specified Cryptogenic

Rosello et al,27 2021 Trios ES, CMA CP Yes Cryptogenic

Yechieli et al,22 2021 Trios ES, CMA CP Yes Cryptogenic

Abbreviation: CNV, copy number variant.
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analysis that may deviate from the original study are shown in
eTable 1 in the Supplement. Subgroup analysis showed that
cryptogenic CP was associated with a higher diagnostic yield
(35%; 95% CI, 27%-45%) compared with noncryptogenic CP
(7%; 95% CI, 4%-12%) and mixed cohorts (18%; 95% CI,
7%-38%) (Figure 2A).

Meta-regression for the ES cohorts showed that diagnostic
yield was significantly related to CP risk factor classification
(cryptogenic vs noncryptogenic/mixture of cryptogenic and non-

cryptogenic; estimate, 1.19; 95% CI, 0.26-2.13; P = .01) but not
publication year or use of trios vs mixed trios/nontrios.

CMA
The PubMed query for studies on CMA for CP yielded 122 ar-
ticles. Among these, we excluded 117 articles and included 5
articles (Figure 1B and eTable 6 in the Supplement).10,22,23,27,28

We excluded 1 study29 due to inability to ascertain pathoge-
nicity of variants. Although this study noted potentially patho-

Figure 2. Forest Plot Showing Overall Diagnostic Yield Stratified by Cerebral Palsy (CP) Risk Factor Classification

0 0.7
Diagnostic yield (95% CI)

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

0 0.7
Diagnostic yield (95% CI)

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

Exome sequencingA

Source
CP risk factor classification: mixture of cryptogenic and noncryptogenic

Patients with
genetic
disorder, No.

McMichael et al,11 2015
Zech et al,25 2020
Moreno-De-Luca et al,18 2021
Mei et al,26 2022
Random-effects model
Heterogeneity: τ2 = 1.09; P < .01; I2 = 95%

CP risk factor classification: cryptogenic
Takezawa et al,23 2018
Jin et al,21 2020
Rosello et al,27 2021
Moreno-De-Luca et al,18 2021
May et al,20 2021
Yechieli et al,22 2022
Nejabat et al,24 2021
Chopra et al,19 2022
Random-effects model
Heterogeneity: τ2 = 0.24; P < .01; I2 = 75%

CP risk factor classification: noncryptogenic
Jin et al,21 2020
May et al,20 2021
Chopra et al,19 2022
Random-effects model
Heterogeneity: τ2 = 0; P = .35; I2 = 6%
Random-effects model
Heterogeneity: τ2 = 0.95; P < .01; I2 = 89%
Test for subgroup differences: χ 2

2 = 29.54; P < .01

Chromosomal microarrayB

Source
CP risk factor classification: mixture of cryptogenic and noncryptogenic

Diagnostic yield
(95% CI)

Patients with
genetic
disorder, No.

Total,
No.

Oskoui et al,10 2015
Zarrei et al,28 2018
Random-effects model
Heterogeneity: τ2 = 0; P = .71; I2 = 0%

CP risk factor classification: cryptogenic
Takezawa et al,23 2018
Rosello et al,27 2021
Yechieli et al,22 2022
Random-effects model
Heterogeneity: τ2 = 4.41; P >.99; I2 = 0%
Random-effects model
Heterogeneity: τ2 = 0.51; P = .07; I2 = 53%
Test for subgroup differences: χ 2

1 = 0.18; P = .67

6

34
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9
31
11
421
4
18
34
7

2
7
3

Total,
No.

2419

572

1677

170

98

76
181
217

17
132
20
1345
28
45
66
24

27
123
20

Diagnostic yield
(95% CI)

0.23 (0.15-0.34)

0.18 (0.07-0.38)

0.35 (0.27-0.45)

0.07 (0.04-0.12)

0.06 (0.02-0.13)

0.45 (0.33-0.57)
0.08 (0.04-0.13)
0.30 (0.24-0.37)

0.53 (0.28-0.77)
0.23 (0.17-0.32)
0.55 (0.32-0.77)
0.31 (0.29-0.34)
0.14 (0.04-0.33)
0.40 (0.26-0.56)
0.52 (0.39-0.64)
0.29 (0.13-0.51)

0.07 (0.01-0.24)
0.06 (0.02-0.11)
0.15 (0.03-0.38)

294

212

82

115
97

17
20
45

0.05 (0.02-0.12)

0.05 (0.03-0.09)

0.02 (0-0.63)

0.05 (0.02-0.11)
0.04 (0.01-0.10)

0 (0-0.20)
0 (0-0.17)
0.18 (0.08-0.32)

6
4

0
0
8

Overall diagnostic yield of exome
sequencing (A) and chromosomal
microarray (B).
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genic variants, the basis for this designation was comparison
of CNV calls in patients compared with population controls.
The study noted that 10 of 50 patients had a total of 14 CNVs
potentially relevant to CP; however, 11 of these 14 CNVs were
inherited from an unaffected parent. We excluded another
article8 because patients from the study were reanalyzed and
reported in a subsequent article.22 Reasons for exclusion of re-
maining articles are presented in eTable 6 in the Supplement.

Characteristics of the 5 included study cohorts from 5
articles10,22,23,27,28 are shown in the Table, with corroborative
details shown in eTable 3 in the Supplement. With respect to
analysis with trios vs mixed trios/nontrios, CP vs specific mo-
tor subtypes, CP diagnosis based on standard criteria, and CP
risk factor classification, the only characteristic that showed
a statistically significant difference in prevalence in the CMA
analysis cohorts vs the ES cohorts was use of trios vs mixed
trios/nontrios (Fisher exact test, P = .03). Among these 5 stud-
ies, the diagnostic yields of CMA varied from 0% to 18%. Simi-
lar to our rationale for meta-analysis of ES for CP, we sought
out to perform meta-analysis quantifying overall diagnostic
yield of CMA for CP while accounting for clinical factors which
may mediate this yield.

Out of these 5 study cohorts, the diagnostic yield was 5%
based on random-effects model (95% CI, 2%-12%) (Figure 2B).
Across the 18 of 294 patients with pathogenic or likely patho-

genic CNVs, there were 21 CNVs altogether, as some individu-
als had multiple CNVs (eTable 4 in the Supplement). We did
not perform a meta-regression for the CMA cohorts due to the
overall small number of patients with a molecular diagnosis.

Discussion
In this systematic review and meta-analysis, the diagnostic yields
of ES and CMA in CP were 23% (95% CI, 15%-34%) and 5% (95%
CI, 2%-12%), respectively. These results suggest that a substan-
tial portion of individuals with CP may have a genetic disorder,
countering conventional thinking that CP is exclusively due to
acquired brain injury. The first descriptions of CP arose in 1861
by William Little, who described children with spastic cerebral
palsy and linked their presentation to birth complications/
perinatal asphyxia.30 Though the conceptualization of CP has
evolved over time, in current clinical practice, once an indi-
vidual receives a diagnosis of CP, clinicians sometimes assume
an underlying cause (specifically birth injury, whether sup-
ported or not) without undertaking efforts to fully investigate
affected individuals.31 We underscore the importance of at-
tempting to delineate a precise cause in any individual with CP,32

which has far-reaching implications. Although individual stud-
ies have reported genetic causes of CP, the novelty of our work
lies in the fact that we have carefully evaluated the phenotypic
features of each individual cohort, particularly whether the CP
is cryptogenic vs noncryptogenic. This allows better generaliz-
ability of these findings into clinical practice.

For CP, the higher yield of ES compared with CMA parallels
similarfindingsfromotherNDDs, includingautismspectrumdis-
order (ASD), intellectual disability,15 and epilepsy.33,34 One meta-
analysis of 30 ES studies highlighted an overall yield of 36% for
ASD and/or intellectual disability.15 In contrast, the yield of CMA
forglobaldevelopmentaldelay/intellectualdisability,ASD,and/or
multiple congenital anomalies is 15% to 20%.35 Another meta-
analysis found that the diagnostic yield of ES for epilepsy was
24%, whereas the diagnostic yield of CMA was 9%.33

In this analysis, ES studies involving cryptogenic CP
demonstrated higher diagnostic yields of genetic testing than
did studies involving heterogeneous CP populations (ie, mix-
ture of cryptogenic and noncryptogenic CP). It is worth not-
ing that there were only 3 study cohorts with noncryptogenic
CP. Although mendelian etiology discoverable by ES may be
less common in noncryptogenic CP cohorts, there may be
genetic variations that confer vulnerability to perinatal insult
in this population (eg, COL4A1-related risk of stroke).19 Fur-
ther studies are needed on genetic testing in patients with
noncryptogenic CP.

Unsurprisingly, 2 cohorts in the ES meta-analysis with
among the highest diagnostic yields were enriched for pa-
tients with a suspected genetic cause. One of the highest di-
agnostic yields (53%) came from a study cohort investigating
patients with CP born at full-term gestation without specific
abnormalities on brain magnetic resonance imaging.23 An-
other example of a high diagnostic yield (52%) came from an
Iranian study cohort24 investigating patients presenting with
atypical CP with specific factors suggesting a genetic cause. No-

Figure 3. Genetic Disorders Identified by Exome Sequencing That
Occurred in More Than 5 Individuals Across Study Cohorts
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tably, this cohort had many autosomal recessive disorders due
to ascertainment in a population with high rates of consan-
guineous unions. In the CMA meta-analysis, 1 study cohort22

showed a substantially higher diagnostic yield (18%) com-
pared with the other study cohorts. Factors which may play a
role include its exclusive focus on cryptogenic CP and high rates
of dysmorphism (31%) and congenital anomalies (29%).

In this ES meta-analysis, the most common molecular di-
agnosis was CTNNB1-related disorder (MIM # 615075), account-
ing for 23 of 667 patients with genetic disorders (3%). Pathogenic
variants in CTNNB1 are associated with variable presentations
of intellectual disability and spastic diplegia, among other
features.36,37 The second most-frequent molecular diagnosis
in the ES meta-analysis was SPAST-related disorder (MIM #
182601). SPAST-related disorder is typically characterized by
slowly progressive lower-extremity spasticity and weakness,
with variable age of onset, ranging from infancy to adulthood.38

There is recognition of divergent phenotypes for an increas-
ing number of genes. In fact, for SPAST-related disorder
specifically, some patients have a stable clinical trajectory
lasting decades.38,39 A molecular diagnosis should prompt a
careful reevaluation of the phenotype, but if an individual with
a diagnosis of CP continues to have a nonprogressive course,
the label of CP may still be applicable.40

We did not include the results of CNV analysis from
ES, given the small numbers of studies that included CNV
analysis from ES, as well as variability in application of this
technique from 1 laboratory to the next. Among the studies we
included in the ES meta-analysis, there were 3 that per-
formed CNV analysis with clear designation of pathogenicity
of reported variants. In the dystonic CP cohort comprising 76
patients in our analysis, in addition to the 34 patients with a
molecular diagnosis, there were 2 patients with a molecular
diagnosis involving a CNV, which would have added 2.6% to
the diagnostic yield of ES.25 In the 2 cohorts reported by
Moreno-De-Luca et al,18 CNV analysis identified molecular di-
agnoses in 19 of 1345 patients (1.4%) and 5 of 181 patients (2.7%).
Finally, Corbett et al41 performed CNV analysis from ES on 186
individuals (including 98 who were part of a previously pub-

lished ES cohort that we included in our ES meta-analysis)11

and found that 7 of 186 patients (3.7%) had a pathogenic or
likely pathogenic CNV. Mei et al26 performed CNV analysis from
ES, but it was difficult to ascertain the pathogenicity of the re-
ported CNVs. Altogether, these findings suggest that CNV analy-
sis from ES may enhance the diagnostic yield in the CP popu-
lation by an additional 1% to 3%, consistent with analytical
estimates.42

Evidence-based guidelines for other neurodevelopmental
disorders (ASD, global developmental delay/intellectual disabil-
ity, epilepsy) endorse ES as a first-line diagnostic test given the
higher diagnostic yield of ES compared with CMA.15,16,34 Due to
the small numbers of study cohorts in this meta-analysis, we
were not able to make definitive recommendations for choice
of genetic testing for CP in general. However, the data we have
aggregated here support consideration of a genetic etiology, par-
ticularly for individuals presenting with cryptogenic CP. If clini-
cal and radiologic evaluation does not suggest a specific diag-
nosis, we suggest that trio ES serve as a first-line genetic test for
cryptogenic CP (if whole-genome sequencing is not readily avail-
able), given the superior diagnostic yield of ES over CMA for po-
tentialgeneticdisorders. Increasingly,CNVscanbedetectedfrom
ES data, and CMA or CNV analysis should be pursued if ES is un-
revealing for a child with cryptogenic CP. Although we are un-
able to make definitive recommendations pertaining to genetic
testing for noncryptogenic CP, further research will provide the
data needed to assess its utility.

Whole-genome sequencing is ideally suited for capturing
single-nucleotide variants, small insertions-deletions, and
CNVs. Thus, whole-genome sequencing is able to capture all
variants detected by ES plus structural variants and nonex-
onic sequence variants. Studies pertaining to other disorders
populations have shown that whole-genome sequencing
can marginally improve the diagnostic yield over ES in
developmental and epileptic encephalopathies43 as well
clinically heterogeneous cohorts of patients with suspected
genetic disorders.44,45 The main limitation of whole-genome
sequencing is that it is not yet commonly available for clini-
cal use.

Figure 4. Proposed Framework for the Genetic Evaluation of an Individual With Cerebral Palsy (CP)
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spastic diplegia phenotype). Diagnosis may lead to further action, such as
enrollment in research registries and/or clinical trials, genetic counseling, and
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CNV, copy number variant; ES, exome sequencing; WGS, whole-genome
sequencing.
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With respect to use of trios in sequencing, the studies we
evaluated involved either trios or mixtures of trios/nontrios
(as opposed to singletons). Thus, we do not have the data to
definitively prove that trio ES has a superior diagnostic yield
than singleton ES for CP. However, multiple studies have shown
that trio ES has a higher diagnostic rate than singleton ES across
a wide range of genetic disorders, as summarized previously.46

Limitations
Our study had some limitations. First, we evaluated the yield
of genetic testing in detecting a genetic disorder but not nec-
essarily one implicated in CP specifically. There is a need to
systematically evaluate gene-disease associations of genes im-
plicated in CP, similar to efforts by Clinical Genome Resource
for other NDDs.47 Second, we did not evaluate the diagnostic
yield of whole-genome sequencing, given that this technol-
ogy is still emerging in clinical practice; only 1 published study
has evaluated its yield in CP.48 That study evaluated the diag-
nostic yield of whole-genome sequencing in 150 patients with
CP, showing that 24.7% of the individuals had a pathogenic/

likely pathogenic variant implicated in CP (20% with single
nucleotide or insertion-deletion variants and 4.7% with
CNVs).48 These numbers are overall consistent with the num-
bers reported in our meta-analysis.

Conclusions
In summary, results of this systematic review and meta-
analysis suggest that a substantial percentage of individuals with
CP may have a genetic diagnosis. For individuals with crypto-
genic CP or noncryptogenic CP with red flags concerning for a
genetic disorder,19 if clinical/radiologic assessment does not sug-
gest a specific cause, we propose using trio ES as a first-line se-
quencing test followed by CMA (if whole-genome sequencing
is not available at the onset) (Figure 4). We also recommend pe-
riodic clinical reevaluation and reanalysis of whole-genome
sequencingorESdataforthosewithnomoleculardiagnosis iden-
tified. For noncryptogenic CP, additional data are needed to as-
sess the utility of genetic testing.
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